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MEDICAL FORCEPS WITH VESSEL TRANSECTION CAPABILITY

FIELD

[0001] The present teachings relate to medical forceps, and more particularly to medical

forceps for clamping, coagulating, and transecting a vessel or tissue.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Generally, medical forceps are plier-like devices that include opposing jaws for

clamping, manipulating, and/or pulling a vessel or tissue during a surgical procedure. One or

both of the opposing jaws can also be provided with electrosurgical energy (i.e., a therapy

current) so that the vessel or tissue can be cauterized or coagulated while clamped between the

jaws. More specifically, monopolar forceps utilize one active electrode and a remote patient

return pad that is attached externally to the patient. When the electrosurgical energy is applied,

the energy travels from the active electrode to the vessel or tissue to cauterized or coagulate the

vessel or tissue, through the patient, and to the return pad. Bipolar forceps utilize two opposing

electrodes, each of which are charged to a different electric potential. Because a vessel or tissue

is a conductor of electrical energy, when the opposing jaws grasp the vessel or tissue, the

electrical energy is transferred through the vessel or tissue to cauterized or coagulate the vessel

or tissue.

[0003] Some surgical procedures also require the vessel or tissue to be cut, transected,

cauterized, or coagulated with a blade. For this, generally, an ancillary medical device or blade

may be required. However, an ancillary blade may undesirably require additional space at the

surgical site to store the ancillary device. Moreover, using an ancillary blade may undesirably

require additional hand movements by the surgeon performing the procedure (i.e., to pick up the

device, use the device, and put the device back down), and may undesirably add additional time

to the medical procedure.

[0004] Some examples of medical forceps can be found in U.S. Patent Numbers 5,445,638,

7,232,440, and 8,568,410, all of which are incorporated by reference herein in their entirety for

all purposes. It would be desirable to have a combination medical device for cauterizing or

coagulating a vessel or tissue and then subsequently cutting the vessel or tissue. It would be

desirable to have a medical device capable of clamping a vessel or tissue, subsequently



cauterizing or coagulating the vessel or tissue, and then cutting the vessel or tissue with a single

device without repositioning or reconfiguring the device. It would be desirable to have a medical

device capable of clamping a vessel or tissue, subsequently cauterizing or coagulating vessel or

tissue, and then cutting the vessel or tissue with a blade member by moving the blade relative to

the medical device in a proximal direction, a distal direction, or both. It would be desirable to

have a medical device including a pair of clampingjaws and a blade that can be rotated between

to the jaws. It would be desirable to have a medical device where surgeons can more readily and

more easily produce consistent, high quality transections while limiting movement of the blade

and/or the jaws. It would be attractive to have a medical device including forceps and an

electrode that extends beyond a distal end of the gripping assembly in a neutral or steady state. It

would be attractive to have a medical device including forceps and an electrode that further

extends beyond a distal end of the gripping assembly or retracts to cut a vessel or tissue. What is

needed is a medical device including forceps and a blade that is also an electrode or includes a

separate electrode member.

SUMMARY

[0005] The present teachings meet one or more of these needs by providing a device, a

surgical device, or an electrosurgical device comprising forceps and a blade. The forceps

includes a first working jaw and a second working jaw. The blade extends along a longitudinal

axis and includes a notched section. The blade is located between the first working jaw and the

second working jaw. A first therapy current is connected to the first working jaw, the second

working jaw, or both so that tissue gripped between the first working jaw and the second

working jaw and within the notched section can be coagulated. While the tissue is gripped

between the first working jaw and the second working jaw, the blade is moveable along its

longitudinal axis so that the tissue is cut with the notched section without repositioning the first

workingjaw, the second workingjaw, or both.

[0006] The present teachings also provide an electrosurgical device comprising forceps

including a first working jaw, a second working jaw, and a blade electrode located between the

first working jaw and the second working jaw. The blade electrode includes a notched section

having a proximal edge, a distal edge and a receiving region therebetween. The first working

arm, the second working arm, or both are connected to a first therapy current so that during an



application of the first therapy current, tissue located within the receiving region and gripped

between the first workingjaw and the second working jaw is coagulated. The blade electrode is

moveable so that the tissue located within the receiving region of the notched section is cut with

either the proximal edge or the distal edge without repositioning the forceps. The blade electrode

is connected to a second therapy current so that during an application of the second therapy

current, the blade electrode functions as an electrosurgical blade when at least a portion of the

blade electrode extends beyond a distal end of the forceps.

[0007] The present teachings further provide a method, comprising providing an

electrosurgical device including forceps having a first working jaw and a second working jaw.

The method includes a step of providing a blade member between the first working jaw and the

second working jaw, the blade member extending along a longitudinal axis and including a

notched section having a proximal edge and a distal edge with a receiving region therebetween.

The method includes a step of providing a first therapy current to the first working jaw, the

second working jaw, or both; and placing tissue between the first working jaw and the second

working jaw. The method includes a step of positioning the tissue within the receiving region;

gripping the tissue between the first working jaw and the second working jaw and coagulating

the tissue therebetween; and moving the blade member while the tissue is gripped without

repositioning the forceps so that the tissue is transected with the notched section.

[0008] Further yet, the present teachings provide a medical device that solved all of the

aforementioned problems and deficiencies. The present teachings provide a combination

medical device for cauterizing or coagulating a vessel or tissue and then subsequently cutting the

vessel or tissue. The present teachings provide a medical device capable of clamping a vessel or

tissue, subsequently cauterizing or coagulating the vessel or tissue, and then cutting the vessel or

tissue with a single device without repositioning or reconfiguring the device. The present

teachings provide a medical device capable of clamping a vessel or tissue, subsequently

cauterizing or coagulating vessel or tissue, and then cutting the vessel or tissue with a blade

member by moving the blade relative to the medical device in a proximal direction, a distal

direction, or both. The present teachings provide a medical device including a pair of clamping

jaws and a blade that can be rotated between to the jaws. The present teachings provide a

medical device where surgeons can more readily and more easily produce consistent, high

quality transections while limiting movement of the blade and/or the jaws. The present teachings



provide a medical device including forceps and an electrode that extends beyond a distal end of

the gripping assembly in a neutral or steady state. The present teachings provide an electrode

that further extends beyond a distal end of the gripping assembly or retracts to cut a vessel or

tissue. The present teachings provide a medical device including forceps and a blade that is also

an electrode or includes a separate electrode member.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] FIG. I is a partial perspective view of the forceps according to the teachings herein;

[0010] FIG. 2A is a partial perspective view of the blade according to the teachings herein;

[0011] FIG. 2B is a partial perspective view of the blade according to the teachings herein;

[0012] FIG. 2C is a partial perspective view of the blade according to the teachings herein;

[0013] FIG. 2D is a partial perspective view of the blade according to the teachings herein;

[0014] FIG. 3 is a partial perspective view of the forceps according to the teachings herein;

[0015] FIG. 4 is an end view of the forceps according to the teachings herein;

[0016] FIG 5A is a side view of the forceps with the jaw members in an open position;

[0017] FIG SB is a side view of the forceps with the jaw members in the closed position;

[0018] FIG SC is a side view of the forceps with the blade moved in the first direction; and

[0019] FIG SD is a side view of the forceps with the blade moved in the second direction.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0020] This Application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Application No. 62/136,758 fded

on March 23, 2015, the entirety of which is hereby incorporated by reference herein for all

purposes. The explanations and illustrations presented herein are intended to acquaint others

skilled in the art with the teachings, its principles, and its practical application. Those skilled in

the art may adapt and apply the teachings in its numerous forms, as may be best suited to the

requirements of a particular use. Accordingly, the specific embodiments of the present teachings

as set forth are not intended as being exhaustive or limiting of the teachings. The scope of the

teachings should, therefore, be determined not with reference to the description herein, but

should instead be determined with reference to the appended claims, along with the full scope of

equivalents to which such claims are entitled. The disclosures of all articles and references,

including patent applications and publications, are incorporated by reference for all purposes.



Other combinations are also possible as will be gleaned from the following claims, which are

also hereby incorporated by reference into this written description.

[0021] The present teachings relate to and provide a forceps device. The forceps may

function to grip an object Preferably, the forceps may be a medical device or instrument used

during surgery to grip an item or feature of interest, such as a part of a body, an anatomical

feature, tissue, veins, arteries, or a combination thereof. The forceps may be used in surgery, for

example in laparoscopic surgery. The forceps may be used with or without power. That is,

current or electrosurgical energy can be passed through the forceps so that the forceps can be

used for electrosurgery. For example, a therapy current may be passed from a first jaw member

to a second jaw member (or vice versa) while a vessel or tissue is located between the jaw

members so that the therapy current can coagulate blood, cauterize tissue, transect tissue, or a

combination thereof (i.e., bipolar configuration). Alternatively, or in addition to, a therapy

current can be passed from one of the jaw members to a remote electrode (e.g., a return pad)

while a vessel tissue is located between the jaw members so that the therapy current can

coagulate blood, cauterize tissue, transect tissue, or a combination thereof (i.e., monopolar

configuration).

[0022] The forceps may generally include one or more working assemblies and sufficient

controls and/or mechanisms for using, controlling, and/or actuating the one or more working

assemblies. The forceps may generally include a gripping assembly for gripping, holding,

manipulating, pulling, coagulating, cauterizing, cutting, or a combination thereof a feature of

interest The forceps may generally include a cutting assembly for gripping, holding,

manipulating, coagulating, cauterizing, cutting, or a combination thereof a feature of interest.

The forceps may include all of the parts needed to adequately, effectively, and efficiently

perform the recited functions of the working assemblies. The forceps may include the parts

needed to move the gripping assembly between an open position and a closed or clamped

position. The forceps may include the parts needed to move the blade cutting assembly so that

tissue gripped or clamped between the jaw members can be cut transected, cauterized,

coagulated, and/or sealed. The forceps may include the parts necessary for the gripping

assembly, the blade, the separate Made electrode, or a combination thereof to function as one or

more electrosurgical devices. Generally, the forceps may include a stylet (e.g., a tubular

member, a hollow tube, or an assembly of tubes), a hand piece, one or more operable



mechanisms used to actuate the stylet, and a means (i.e., a cord) for connecting the forceps to a

source of electrosurgical energy (i.e., a generator, a battery powered device, or bow) so that the

forceps can function as electrosurgical forceps. Further details of the forceps and the working

assemblies and mechanisms of the forceps can be found herein and in in U.S. Patent Publication

Number 2014/0276795 Al filed March 12, 2014; U.S. Patent Application Number 14/484,341

filed on September 12, 2014; and U.S. Patent Application Number 14/484,404 also filed on

September 12, 2014, all three of which are incorporated in their entirety herein.

[0023] The hand piece may function to form, create, or provide an enclosing structure for the

forceps of the present teachings. The hand piece may function to form, create, or provide a

gripping portion for the user to handle, manipulate, and/or use the forceps. The hand piece may

be any device that houses the working assemblies, components, and/or parts required for the

forceps and the working assemblies to function. The hand piece may assist in performing

laparoscopic surgery. The hand piece may be economically shaped. The ergonomic shape of

the hand piece may be any shape so that the forceps may be used ambidextrously. The

ergonomic shape of the hand piece may be any shape such that all of the controls and

mechanisms for using the forceps can be accessed by a single hand gripping the hand piece.

[0024] The gripping assembly may function to create and/or maintain a gripping force; grip a

feature of interest; or both. The gripping assembly may be any part or combination of parts that

may be actuated and used during a medical procedure to grip one or more features of interest,

like a vessel, tissue, vein, artery, or a combination thereof. The gripping assembly may function

to create a sufficient gripping force so that one or more features of interest can be gripped,

manipulated, pulled, secured, cauterized, coagulated, or a combination thereof without tearing,

ripping, and/or otherwise damaging the one or more features of interest The gripping assembly

may function to create a sufficient gripping force so that one or more features of interest can be

gripped without damaging the one or more features of interest so that the jaws do not touch one

another and cause an electrical fault and/or a short circuit The gripping assembly may be

actuated between a closed, clamping, or gripping position, and an open position via one or more

levers, triggers, knobs, buttons, wheels, the like, or a combination thereof located on the hand

piece, the forceps, or both. The gripping assembly may be actuated via one or more controls

and/or mechanisms. The gripping assembly may be actuated so that one or more parts move,

close, pivot, clamp, or a combination into a closed, clamping, or gripping position to create a



gripping force. The gripping assembly may be actuated by retracting or moving the two or more

opposing jaws (i.e., the upper jaw and the lower jaw) proximally into the one or more tubular

members so that the two opposing jaws are biased towards one another and close into the

gripping position to create a gripping force. In the closed or gripping position, the gripping

portion of the opposing jaw members may be in contact, or may be in a slight spaced relation

relative to one another. The gripping assembly may be actuated by extending or moving the two

opposing jaws (i.e., the upper jaw and the lower jaw) distally out of or away from the one or

tubular members so that the two opposing jaws move or pivot away from one another into the

open position to release the gripping force. In the open position, the jaw members may be in

spaced relation to one another so that an item or feature of interest can be placed between the jaw

members or removed from between the jaw members. The gripping assembly may be rotated or

rotatable when the gripping assembly is in the open position, the closed position, or both. The

gripping assembly may be rotatable about an axis (e.g., a rotational axis of the gripping

assembly, a longitudinal axis of the gripping assembly, a longitudinal axis of the tubular

member, a longitudinal axis of the blade or separate electrode member, or a combination

thereof). The gripping assembly may be moved (i.e., laterally, axially, radially, proximally,

distally, longitudinally, or a combination thereof) when the gripping assembly is in the open

position, in a closed position, or both. An electrosurgical current or therapy current can be

selectively passed from a first jaw member to a second jaw member (or vice versa) when tissue

is located therebetween so that the therapy current can coagulate blood, cauterize tissue, transect

tissue, or a combination thereof. A therapy current can be passed from one or more of the jaw

members to a remote electrode (e.g., a return pad) while tissue is located between the jaw

members so that the therapy current can coagulate blood, cauterize tissue, transect tissue, or a

combination thereof. The gripping assembly may be generally comprised of two or more

opposing jaw members.

[0025] The two or more opposingjaw members may function to create a gripping force. The

two or more opposing jaw members may move or pivot towards each other to create a gripping

force to grip a feature of interest; to cut, coagulate, cauterize, or transect a feature of interest; or a

combination thereof. The two or more opposing jaw members may move away from each other

to release a gripping force; release a previously gripped feature of interest; or both. The two or

more opposing jaws may be any device(s) that may be used to grip or clamp an item of interest



for coagulating, cauterizing, sealing, cutting, transecting, or a combination thereof. The two or

more opposing jaws may be any structure(s) or member(s) that may allow for one jaw to be static

and one jaw to be movable; for both jaws to be moveable; or any combination thereof. One or

both of the jaws may include a pivot axis so that one or both of the opposing jaws can move or

pivot about the pivot axis to perform a gripping function and grip or hold an item of interest

without damaging the item of interest. That is, one jaw member may pivot towards another jaw

member that is static or non-pivoting to perform a gripping function. Alternatively, both jaws

may pivot towards one another to perform a gripping function. One or both of the jaws may

include a pivot axis so that one or both of the opposing jaws can move or pivot about the pivot

axis to perform a releasing function to release a gripped item or feature of interest. That is, one

jaw member may pivot away from another jaw member that is static or non-pivoting.

Alternatively, both jaws may pivot way from one another. The two opposing jaws may be biased

from an open position to a closed position by retracting one of the one or more jaw members into

the tubular member; moving one or more tubular members towards a distal end of the jaw

members; or both. The jaw members may include a ramped surface, a raised surface, one or

more arcuate sections, or a combination thereof that are sufficiently large so that the arcuate

sections do not fit within the tubular member. Preferably, at least a portion of the laterally

extending arcuate sections are wider than an opening of the tubular member so that axial

movement of the tubular member, the jaws, or both bias the two opposing jaws to close the two

opposing jaws, create a gripping force, or both. The one or more jaws may be free of one or more

arcuate segments. The two or more opposing jaws may be made of a material that is at least

partially flexible, resilient, rigid, stainless, plastically deformable, or a combination thereof. The

two or more opposing jaws may be made of a material that conducts electricity. The two or

more opposing jaws may apply electricity, current, a therapy current, or a combination thereof to

a feature of interest that is gripped, placed, held, and/or located between the two or more

opposing jaws. That is, a therapy current can be selectively passed from a first jaw member to a

second jaw member (or vice versa) when tissue is located therebetween so that the therapy

current can coagulate blood, cauterize tissue, transect tissue, or a combination thereof. A therapy

current can be passed from one or more of the jaw members to a remote electrode (e.g., a return

pad) while tissue is located between the jaw members so that the therapy current can coagulate

blood, cauterize tissue, transect tissue, or a combination thereof. The two or more opposing jaws



may be electrically isolated from one another so that bi-polar electrosurgical energy can be

effectively transferred through the tissue or vessel gripped between the jaw members to seal or

coagulate the tissue or vessel. The two or more opposing jaws may be automatically switched to

function as electrosurgical forceps once the jaws are in a closed position. A user may manually

select the two or more opposing jaws to function as electrosurgical forceps before the jaws are in

a closed or clamped position (i.e., when the jaws are in an open position), or after the jaws are in

the closed position. The two or more opposing jaw members may include a gripping surface or

gripping portion for gripping an item of interest. The gripping portion of the two or more

opposing jaws may have a surface texture to grip a feature of interest. For instance, the surface

texture may be at least partially smooth, flat, contoured, serrated, textured, horizontal, vertical,

planar, canted, rolling, irregular, or a combination thereof. The one or more jaws may include

one or more ridges, mouse teeth, gaps, openings, of a combination thereof. The two or more

opposing jaws may each be generally U-shaped, C-shaped, S-shaped, may be linearly shaped,

irregularly shaped, rounded, the like, or a combination thereof. One or both of the jaw members

may include one or more openings.

[0026] The one or more openings in the one or more jaw members may function so that one

or more operable mechanisms, blades, separate blade electrodes, or a combination thereof can

extend beyond the gripping assembly, or be extended beyond the gripping assembly. The one or

more openings may function so that or more operable mechanisms, blades, separate blade

electrodes, or a combination thereof can be moved to extend past a distal end of the gripping

assembly while the gripping assembly is in an open position, a closed or clamped position, or

both. The one or more openings may function so that or more operable mechanisms, blades,

separate blade electrodes, or a combination thereof can remain extended beyond a distal end of

the gripping assembly in a steady state position regardless if the gripping assembly is in an open

position, a closed position, or both. The one or more openings may provide for the one or more

blades, separate blade electrodes, or both to be retracted into the gripping assembly when the

gripping assembly is in an open or closed position so that the blade, separate blade electrode, or

both do not protrude or extend beyond a distal end of the griping assembly. The one or more

openings may be dimensioned so that or more operable mechanisms, blades, separate blade

electrodes, or a combination thereof can be moved there through, rotated therein, or a

combination thereof without moving or repositioning the gripping assembly. The one or more



openings may be a gap, a notch, a cutout, a recess, an aperture, an orifice, or a combination

thereof. The one or more openings may be located at a distal end of the gripping assembly. The

one or more openings may be located in an upper surface, a lower surface, or on any surface of

the gripping assembly so that the aforementioned functions can be performed. One or both of

the jaw members may include one or more blade tracks.

[0027] The one or more blade tracks may be any shape and size so that a blade, a functional

element, a surgical instrument, a separate blade electrode, or a combination thereof can move or

extend between the jaw members. The one or more blade tracks may provide for a blade, a

separate blade electrode, or both to move to cut, transect, cauterize, and/or coagulate a vessel or

tissue grasped between the opposing jaw members. The one or more blades, separate blade

electrodes, or bom may be located and move within the same blade track; may be located and

move in separate blade tracks; or a combination thereof. The one or more bade tracks may

provide for a blade, a separate blade electrode, or both to be positioned, actuated, extended,

retracted, reciprocated, moved, rotated, or a combination thereof relative to the gripping

assembly while the gripping assembly is in a closed position, an open position, or both. The one

or more blade tracks may provide for one or more of the blades, blade electrodes, or both to

extend beyond a distal end of the gripping assembly in a steady state condition, regardless if the

gripping assembly is in an open position or a closed position. The one or more Made tracks may

be generally parallel to one another, may extend in a non-parallel relationship, or a combination

of both. A portion of the one or more blade tracks may be located in or extend in the first or

upper jaw member. A second complementary portion of the one or more blade tracks may be

located in or extend in the opposing jaw member. The one or more blade tracks may be located

entirely in one or both of the jaw members. The one or more blade tracks may be configured as

one or more straight slots with no degree of curvature, or, may be dimensioned to include some

curvature. The one or more Made tracks may be irregularly shaped, curved, straight, linear,

angled, drafted, or a combination thereof. The one or more blade tracks may complement the

general shape of the one or more blades, separate electrode members, or both. The one or more

blade tracks may be one or more notches, grooves, channels, troughs, recesses, the like, or a

combination thereof. The one or more blade tracks may be electrically isolated from the one or

more blades, separate blade electrodes, jaw members, or a combination thereof.



[0028] The one or more blades may function to cut, transect, cauterize, coagulate, or a

combination thereof a feature or area of interest The one or more blades may be any cutting

tool, blade, electrode, blade electrode, scalpel, knife, and/or separate member that may be used in

or used during a medical or surgical procedure. The one or more blades may be any cutting

device that may be extended and retracted through the one or more tubular members, the

gripping assembly, one or more openings in the gripping assembly, the blade track, or a

combination thereof. The one or more blades may be in sliding communication with the one or

more blade tracks. The one or more blades may be selectively reciprocated to cut a feature of

interest located, gripped, or placed between the jaw members. The one or more blades may be

made of any material that may be shaipened; is strong enough to cut tissue, veins, arteries, an

anatomical feature, a feature of interest, or a combination thereof; is biocompatible; may conduct

electricity; or a combination thereof. The one or more blades, the distal end of the one or more

blades, or both, may conduct energy so that the one or more blades, the distal end, or both can be

used as a blade electrode. The distal end of the one or more blades may be sharp for cutting an

object, item, or feature of interest with or without power. The distal end of the one or more

blades may be dull or not sharp, which may be preferred in some applications to prevent

unintentional cutting and/or transecting of an item or feature during handling and/or

manipulation of the medical instrument. This may be especially preferred in electrosurgical

configurations where the cutting or transecting of the item or feature of interest is performed

with a therapy current. The distal end of the one or more blades may be curved, linear, angled,

or irregularly shaped. For example, the distal end of the blade may be canted or slanted

proximally or distally. The one or more blades may be any shape that may generally fit inside

the inner or hollow portion of the tubular member and may extend into the gap formed between

the two opposing jaw members, a gap formed at the distal end of the gripping assembly, the

opposing jaw members, or a combination thereof. The one or more blades may be sufficiently

small so that they may be housed within the tubular member. The one or more blades may

rotate, or may be rotatable about a blade axis, a longitudinal axis, a jaw axis, a tubular axis, a

forceps axis, a separate blade electrode axis, or a combination thereof. The one or more blades

may be rotated while the gripping assembly is in a closed position, an open position, or a

position therebetween. The one or more blades may be rotated while the blade is being advanced

and/or retracted Preferably, the one or more blades may be static (i.e., non-rotatable) while in



motion. The one or more blades may be static or non-rotatable and the notched or receiving

region may face the first or upper jaw member. The one or more blades may be static or non-

rotatable and the notched or receiving region may face the second or lower jaw member. The one

or more blades may be static or non-rotatable and the notched or receiving region may face a

region or direction between the first or upperjaw member and the second or lower jaw. The one

or more blades may be rotated so that a notched or receiving region faces a first or upper jaw

member, faces a second or lower jaw member, or feces a position between the first and second

jaw member. The one or more blades may be rotated so that an upper edge of the notched or

receiving region faces one of the jaw members, or faces a direction between the jaw members.

The one or more blades may be extended into and/or retracted from the opening, gap, or track

formed between the two opposing jaw members. The one or more blades, the distal end of the

one or more blades, or both may extend beyond a distal end of the forceps, the gripping

assembly, the jaw members, or a combination thereof when the one or more blades are in a

steady state, or in a non-cutting position. The one or more blades, the distal end of the one or

more blades or both may permanently extend beyond a distal end of the gripping assembly. The

one or more blades, distal end(s) of the one or more blades, or both may be moved so that a distal

end of the one or more blades extends distally from the medical forceps, the gripping assembly,

or both when the cutting assembly is in a cutting position, a non-cutting position, or in a position

therebetween. The one or more blades may be coupled directly to a mechanism such as a cutting

trigger, a rotation wheel, a gripping trigger or a combination thereof. The one or more blades

may be coupled to one or more of the aforementioned mechanisms via one or more support rods,

camming sections, or both so that a user can move the one or more cutting blades. The one or

more blades may be elongated members that extend along a blade longitudinal axis, a blade track

axis, a tubular member axis, or a combination thereof. The one or more blades may be any

length. The one or more cutting blades may include one or more notched sections.

[0029] The one or more notched sections may function to cut a feature of interest (e.g.,

tissue, veins, arteries, an anatomical feature, or a combination thereof). The one or more notched

sections may function to cut a feature of interest while the gripping assembly is in a closed

position, an open position or both. The one or more notched sections may function to cut or

transect tissue or a vessel after coagulating or sealing the tissue or vessel without having to

reposition the forceps, the gripping assembly, the jaw members, or a combination thereof. In



other words, the tissue or vessel can be cut or transected without having to open, re-grip, or re¬

configure the vessel or tissue after gripping with the gripping assembly or between the jaw

members. The one or more notched sections may function to receive one or more features of

interest The one or more notched sections may be or may include one or more recessed

sections, slotted sections, open sections, angled sections, or a combination thereof. The one or

more notched sections may be generally rectangular-shaped, square-shaped, oval-shaped,

irregularly shaped, or a combination thereof. The one or more notched sections may include one

or more edges. The one or more notched sections may include one or more proximal edges,

distal edges, upper edges, or a combination thereof. It is understood that the upper edge may be

a lower edge depending on the orientation of the blade and the frame of reference selected.

Likewise, the proximal edge may be the distal edge depending on the orientation of the blade and

the frame of reference selected. The one or more edges may be sharp so that an item or feature

of interest can be cut or transected with the one or more sharp edges. The item or feature of

interest can be cut with the one or more sharp edge with or without applying power or a therapy

current One or more of the edges may be blunt That is, one or more of the edges may be dull

or not sharp, which may be preferred in some applications to prevent unintentional cutting and/or

transecting of an item or feature during handling and/or manipulation of the medical instrument

This may be especially preferred in electrosurgical configurations where the cutting or

transecting of the item or feature of interest is performed with a therapy current The one or

more proximal edges, distal edges, and/or upper edges can be used to cut a feature of interest

when the blade is moved, rotated, extended, retracted, or a combination thereof. The one or

more distal edges and/or upper edges may cut a feature of interest when the blade is moved

proximally relative to a distal end of the gripping assembly. The one or more proximal edges

and/or upper edges may cut a feature of interest when the blade is moved distally relative to a

distal end of the gripping assembly. The one or more proximal edges distal edges, and/or upper

edges may be generally straight, curved, arcuate, irregular, or a combination thereof. The

proximal edge, the distal edge, or both, may extend generally perpendicular relative to a

longitudinal axis of the blade and/or relative to a longitudinal axis along which the blade moves.

The proximal edge, the distal edge or both may be generally canted or slanted relative to the

longitudinal axis. One of the proximal edge and the distal edge may be generally canted or

slanted relative to the longitudinal axis, while the other of the proximal edge and die distal edge



may be generally perpendicular relative to the longitudinal axis. The proximal edge and/or the

distal edge may be canted proximally or canted distally relative to a distal end of the blade or

relative to the handle of the device. The upper edge may extend generally parallel to the

longitudinal axis, or the upper edge may extend at a cant or slant proximally or distally relative

to the longitudinal axis and the distal end of the blade or the handle of the device. The one or

more notched sections may define a receiving region for receiving tissue or a vessel. The one or

more notched sections may allow for a vessel or tissue to be gripped with the gripping surfaces

without interfering with the blade. That is, the recessed section may clear the one or more jaw

members when the gripping assembly is in the gripping position. In other words, the upper edge

of the notched section may be located within one of the jaws so that the upper edge does not

contact the vessel or tissue when gripped and the gripping assembly is in a closed or clamped

position. The upper edge of the notched section may contact the vessel or tissue when gripped

and the gripping assembly is in a closed position. The blade may be rotated independently of the

gripping assembly so that the one or more proximal edges distal edges, and/or upper edges faces

the upper jaw member, the lower jaw member, or face a position therebetween so that a surgeon

can cut or transect tissue with the notched section facing upwardly, downwardly, or in a position

therebetween. The one or more notched sections may define one or more receiving regions. The

one or more receiving regions may function to receive one or more feature or items of interest.

The one or more receiving regions may be dimensioned so that an item or feature of interest can

be placed or received therein without contacting the one or more proximal edges distal edges,

and/or upper edges when the gripping assembly is in a closed or clamped position, an open or

receiving position, or both. The one or more blades may include one or more separate blade

electrodes.

[0030] The one or more separate blade electrodes may function to coagulate, cauterize, cut,

transect, or a combination thereof an item or feature of interest. The one or more separate blade

electrodes may be in sliding communication with the one or more blade tracks. The one or more

separate blade electrodes may be selectively reciprocated to extend beyond a distal end of the

gripping assembly to cut, coagulate, cauterize, or a combination thereof a feature of interest. The

one or more separate blade electrodes may be made of any material that may be sharpened; is

biocompatible; may conduct electricity; or a combination thereof. The one or more separate

blade electrodes may be any shape that may generally fit inside the inner or hollow portion of the



tubular member and may extend into the gap formed between the two opposing jaw members, a

gap formed at the distal end of the gripping assembly, the opposing jaw members, or a

combination thereof. The one or more separate blade electrodes may rotate, or may be rotatable

about a blade axis, a longitudinal axis, a jaw axis, a tubular axis, a forceps axis, a separate blade

electrode axis, or a combination thereof. The one or more separate blade electrodes may be

moved or rotated while the gripping assembly is in a closed or clamping position, an open

position, or both. The one or more separate blade electrodes may be extended into and/or

retracted from the opening, gap, or track formed between the two opposing jaw members. The

one or more separate blade electrodes may extend beyond a distal end of the forceps, the

gripping assembly, the jaw members, or a combination thereof in a steady state position. The one

or more separate Made electrodes may extend beyond a distal end of the forceps, the gripping

assembly, the jaw members, or a combination thereof in a steady state position and may be

retracted or moved proximally into the gripping assembly. The one or more separate blade

electrodes may permanently extend beyond a distal end of the forceps, the gripping assembly, the

jaw members, or a combination thereof and restricted from moving relative to the gripping

assembly, jaw members, one or more other blades, or a combination thereof. The one or more

separate blade electrodes may be moved so that a distal end of the one or more separate blade

electrodes extends distalty from the medical forceps, the gripping assembly, or both. The one or

more separate blade electrodes may be coupled directly to a cutting trigger, a rotation wheel, a

gripping trigger or a combination thereof, or may be coupled thereto via one or more support

rods, camming sections, or both so that a user can move the one or more separate blade

electrodes. The one or more separate blade electrodes may extend along a longitudinal axis. The

one or more separate blade electrodes may be any length. The one or more separate blade

electrodes may include a distal end that is sharp; may include one or more notched sections

including a proximal edge, a distal edge, and an upper edge, one or more of which may be sharp;

or a combination thereof. The one or more separate blade electrodes may be configured to cut

and/or transect a vessel or tissue. One or more therapeutic currents may be supplied to the one or

more separate blade electrodes so that the separate blade electrode(s) can function as an

electrosurgical blade, a blade electrode, or both. One or more therapeutic currents may be

supplied to the one or more separate blade electrodes so that a distal end of the separate blade

electrodes) can function as a blade electrode when the blade extends beyond a distal end of the



gripping assembly. The one or more separate blade electrodes may be automatically switched to

function as a blade electrode once a distal end of the separate blade electrode is extended beyond

a distal end of the gripping assembly. A user may select the one or more separate blade

electrodes to function as an electrode member once a distal end of the blade extends beyond a

distal end of the gripping assembly. The one or more separate blade electrodes can be activated

as a monopolar electrode before the separate blade electrodes is advanced past a distal end of the

gripping assembly, while the blade is advanced, or after the blade is advanced. The one or more

separate blade electrodes may be electrically isolated from the jaw members, the blade, the

cutting assembly, or a combination thereof so that as the one or more separate blade electrodes

move, or the one jaw member(s) move, the one or more separate blade electrodes, jaw members,

and blades are not in contact

[0031] One or more therapeutic currents may be supplied to the one or more blades, the one

or more separate blade electrodes, or both so that the blade(s), the separate blade electrode(s) can

function as an electrosurgical blade, a blade electrode, or both. One or more therapeutic currents

may be supplied to the one or more blades, the one or more separate blade electrodes, or both so

that a distal end of the blade, separate blade electrode, or both can function as a blade electrode

when extended beyond a distal end of the gripping assembly. In this regard, the blade, the

separate blade electrode, or both may function as a combination cutting device and electrode

member. The one or more blades, the one or more separate blade electrodes, or both, may be

automatically switched to function as a blade electrode once a distal end of the blade is extended

beyond a distal end of the gripping assembly. A user may select the one or more blades, the one

or more separate blade electrodes, or both to function as an electrode member once a distal end

of the blade extends beyond a distal end of the gripping assembly. The one or more blades, the

one or more separate blade electrodes, or both can be activated as a monopolar electrode or blade

before the blade is advanced past a distal end of the gripping assembly, while the blade is

advanced, or after the blade is advanced. One or more therapeutic currents may be supplied to

the one or more blades, the one or more separate blade electrodes, or both so that the blade can

function as a monopolar blade, a bipolar blade, or both. The one or more blades, the one or more

separate blade electrodes, or both may be electrically isolated from the jaw members so that

when the one or more blades move, or the one jaw members) move, the one or more blades and

the jaw members are restricted or prevented from contacting.



[0032] FIG. 1 illustrates a portion of the forceps 10. The forceps 10 can be connected to a

source of electrosurgjcal energy (i.e., a generator; not shown) so that the forceps 10 function as

electrosurgical forceps. The forceps 10 includes a gripping assembly 12 with a first jaw member

14 and an opposing second jaw member 16. As perhaps best understood by referring to both

FIGS. 1 and. 4, each jaw member 14» 16 includes a respective griping portion 18, 20 for gripping

and coagulating a vessel or tissue 22 therebetween. Moreover, each jaw member 14, 16 includes

an opening 48 at a distal end 46 thereof so that the blade 26 can extend or be extended there

through. The blade 26 is located in a blade track 24 that runs between the jaw members 14, 16.

While not specifically illustrated, it is understood mat the forceps 10 also includes one or more

mechanisms for actuating or moving one or both of the jaw members 14, 16 between an open

position (FIG. 4) and a closed or clamped position (FIGS. 1 and 3). It is further understood that

one or more mechanisms can be provided for actuating or moving the blade 26 between a

retracted position (FIG. 1) and an extended position (FIG. 3).

[0033] FIG. 2A illustrates the blade 26. The blade 26 extends along a longitudinal axis 28

and includes a notched section 30 and a distal end 32. The notched section 30 includes a

proximal edge 34, a distal edge 36, and an upper edge 38. One or more of the edges 34, 36, 38

define a receiving region 40. The edges 34, 36 extend generally perpendicular to the

longitudinal axis 28.

[0034] FIGS. 2B, 2C, and 2D illustrate a portion of the blade 26 and the notched section 30

and receiving region 40. In FIG. 2B, the proximal edge 34 is distally canted relative to the axis

28 and the distal end of the blade 26, and the distal edge 36 is proximally canted relative to the

axis 28 and the distal end of the blade 26. In FIG. 2C, the proximal edge 34 is proximally canted

relative to the axis 28 and the distal end of the blade 26, and the distal edge 36 is distally canted

relative to the axis 28 and the distal end of the blade 26. In FIG. 2D, the proximal edge 34 is

proximally canted relative to the axis 28 and the distal end of the blade 26, and the distal edge 36

is proximally canted relative to the axis 28 and the distal end of the blade 26.

[0035| FIG. 3 further illustrates portion of the forceps 10. The vessel or tissue 22 can be

located between the jaw members 14, 16 and in the receiving region 40 of the blade 26 so that

when the forceps 10 are in the closed or clamped position, the vessel or tissue 22 can be

coagulated. Then, without having to reposition the forceps 10, while the forceps 10 are in the

closed or clamped position, the blade 26 can be moved to cut or transect the vessel or tissue 22.



That is, one or more of the edges 34, 36, 38 are sharp so that when the blade 26 is moved in a

first direction 42, the vessel or tissue 22 can be transected with at least the proximal edge 34 of

the notched section 30. When the blade 26 is moved in a second direction 44, the vessel or tissue

22 can be transected with at least the distal edge 36 of the notched section 30. The blade 26 can

function as a blade electrode.

[0036] FIG. 4 further illustrates a portion of the forceps 10. The blade 26 is rotatable (e.g.,

clockwise, counter-clockwise, or both) within the blade track 24 so that in a first rotated position,

the notched section 30 (e.g., the upper edge 38) generally faces towards first jaw member 14. In

a second rotated position, the notched section 30 (e.g., the upper edge 38) generally faces the

second jaw member 16. The blade 26 is also rotatable to a position between the first and second

rotated positions so that the notched section 30 (e.g., the upper edge 38) generally faces a

position between the first jaw member 14 and the second jaw member 16.

[0037] With reference to the FIGS 1-5D, a method using the forceps 10 is illustrated. One or

both of the jaw members 14, 16 may be connected to a source of electrosurgical energy (i.e., a

generator; not shown). A doctor or surgeon can adjust the position of the blade 26 and the

notched section 30 by rotating the blade 26 so that the upper edge 38 faces the first jaw member

14, the second jaw member 16, or faces a position between thejaws 14, 16. A tissue or vessel 22

may be grasped between the first and second jaw members 14, 16. The first jaw member 14 can

be closed about the tissue or vessel 22 onto the second jaw member 16 (FIGS. 1 and SB). It is

understood that in other configurations, the second jaw member 16 can be closed onto the first

jaw member 14, or both jaw members 14, 16 can be moved towards one another into a closed

position. The forceps 10 may be activated to treat or coagulate the vessel or tissue 22 in a

monopolar or bipolar configuration with a suitable therapy current from an energy source.

However, it is understood that the vessel or tissue 22 need not be treated with a monopolar or

bipolar energy. That is, the tissue or vessel 22 may be grasped between the first and second jaw

members 14, 16 without activating or passing any energy or current to or through the tissue or

vessel 22. With the jaws 14, 16 are in a closed position, the blade 26 can be moved so that the

vessel or tissue 22 can be cut or transected with the notched section 30, without repositioning or

moving the jaw members 14, 16. That is, the blade 26 can be moved distally in the first direction

42 (FIG. SC) so that the vessel or tissue 22 is cut with at least the proximal edge 34 of the

notched section 30, or the blade 26 can be moved proximally in the second direction 44 (FIG.



SD) so that the vessel or tissue 22 is cut or transected with at least the distal edge 36 of the

notched section 30. In other configurations, one or both of the edges 34, 36 may be blunt or dull,

and the cutting or transecting may occur with the therapy current that is provided to the blade 26.

That is, when the blade 26 is moved in one of the directions 42, 44 and the corresponding edge

34, 36 contacts the tissue or vessel 22, the therapy current provided to the blade 26 may perform

the cut.

[0038] In another configuration, the blade 26 or a separate blade member can extend beyond

a distal end 46 of the forceps 10. Accordingly, the blade 26 or a separate blade member can be

used as an electrode blade. When the blade 26 or a separate blade member is selected as an

electrode blade, the first and second jaw members 14, 16 may be electrically deactivated.

[0039] Any numerical values recited herein include all values from the lower value to the

upper value in increments of one unit provided that there is a separation of at least 2 units

between any lower value and any higher value. As an example, if it is stated that the amount of a

component or a value of a process variable such as, for example, temperature, pressure, time and

the like is, for example, from 1 to 90, preferably from 20 to 80, more preferably from 30 to 70, it

is intended that values such as 15 to 85, 22 to 68, 43 to 51, 30 to 32 etc. are expressly

enumerated in this specification. For values which are less than one, one unit is considered to be

0.0001, 0.001, 0.01 or 0.1 as appropriate. These are only examples of what is specifically

intended and all possible combinations of numerical values between the lowest value and the

highest value enumerated are to be considered to be expressly stated in this application in a

similar manner.

[0040] Unless otherwise stated, all ranges include both endpoints and all numbers between

the endpoints. The use of "about" or "approximately" in connection with a range applies to both

ends of the range. Thus, "about 20 to 30" is intended to cover "about 20 to about 30", inclusive

of at least the specified endpoints.

[0041] Listing of Reference Numerals

[0042] 10 forceps

[0043] 12 gripping assembly

[0044] 14 first jaw member

[0045] 16 secondjaw member

[0046] 18 gripping portion (first jaw member 14)



[0047] 20 gripping portion (second jaw member 16)

[0048] 22 vessel or tissue

[0049] 24 blade track

[0050] 26 blade

[0051] 28 longitudinal axis

[0052] 30 notched section

[0053] 32 distal end

[0054] 34 proximal edge

[0055] 36 distal edge

[0056] 38 upper edge

[0051] 40 receiving region

[0058] 42 first direction

[0059] 44 second direction

[0060] 46 distal end of forceps 10

[0061] 48 opening at distal end 46 of forceps 10

[0062] The term "consisting essentially of to describe a combination shall include the

elements, ingredients, components or steps identified * and such other elements ingredients,

components or steps that do not materially affect the basic and novel characteristics of the

combination. The use of the terms "comprising" or "including" to describe combinations of

elements, ingredients, components or steps herein also contemplates embodiments that consist

essentially of the dements, ingredients, components or steps. By use of the term "may" herein, it

is intended that any described attributes that "may** be included are optional.

[0063] Plural elements, ingredients, components or steps can be provided by a single

integrated element, ingredient, component or step. Alternatively, a single integrated element,

ingredient, component or step might be divided into separate plural elements, ingredients,

components or steps. The disclosure of "a" or "one" to describe an element, ingredient,

component or step is not intended to foreclose additional elements, ingredients, components or

steps.

[0064] The omission in the following claims of any aspect of subject matter that is disclosed

herein is not a disclaimer of such subject matter, nor should it be regarded that the inventors did

not consider such subject matter to be part of the disclosed inventive subject matter.



CLAIMS

1) A surgical device comprising:

a. forceps including:

i. a first workingjaw, and

ii. a second workingjaw; and

b. a blade extending along a longitudinal axis and located between the first working

jaw and the second working jaw, the blade including:

i. a notched section,

wherein the blade is moveable along the longitudinal axis while the tissue is gripped

between the first working jaw and the second working jaw so mat the tissue is cut with the

notched section without repositioning the first working jaw, the second workingjaw, or both.

2) The surgical device of Claim 1, wherein the first working jaw, the second working jaw,

or both are connected to a first therapy current so that tissue gripped between the first working

jaw and the second working jaw and within the notched section can be coagulated with the first

therapy current.

3) The surgical device of Claim 1 or 2, wherein the notched section includes a proximal

edge, a distal edge, and a receiving region therebetween,

wherein the tissue is positioned within the receiving region when the tissue is gripped

between the first workingjaw and the second workingjaw, and

wherein the proximal edge, the distal edge, or both are configured to cut the tissue when

the blade is moved along the longitudinal axis.

4) The surgical device of any one of Claims 1-3, wherein the blade is a blade electrode that

is connected to a second therapy current and

wherein a distal end of the blade electrode is moveable beyond a distal end of the forceps

so that that the distal end of the blade electrode functions as an electrosurgical blade.

5) The surgical device of any one of Claims 1-4, wherein the blade is rotatable between a

first rotated position and a second rotated position,



wherein in the first rotated position, the notched section faces either the first workingjaw

or the second working jaw, and in the second rotated position the notched section faces a

direction between the first working jaw and the second working jaw.

6) The surgical device of any one of Claims 2-5, wherein the first therapy current is a

bipolar therapy current

7) The surgical device of any one of Claims 4-6, wherein the second therapy current is a

monopolar therapy current

8) The surgical device of any one of the preceding Claims, wherein the blade comprises:

a. a blade member and

b. a separate electrode member,

wherein the blade member includes the notched section, and

wherein the electrode member is connected to a second therapy current so that the

electrode member functions as an electrosurgical blade.

9) The surgical device of Claim 8, wherein the separate electrode member extends beyond

the distal end of the forceps and is immobilized relative to the forceps.

10) The electrosurgical device of Claim 8, wherein the blade member and the separate

electrode member move independently of each other along the longitudinal axis.

11) The electrosurgical device of any one of Claims 3-10, wherein the proximal edge, the

distal edge, or both are generally perpendicular to the longitudinal axis that the blade moves

along.

12) An electrosurgical device comprising:

a. forceps including:

i. a first working jaw and

ii. a second working jaw; and



b. a blade electrode located between the first working jaw and the second

working jaw, the blade electrode including:

i. a notched section having a proximal edge, a distal edge and a receiving

region therebetween,

wherein the first working arm, the second working arm, or both are connected to a first

therapy current so that during an application of the first therapy current, tissue located within the

receiving region and gripped between the first working jaw and the second working jaw is

coagulated,

wherein the blade electrode is moveable so that the tissue located within the receiving

region of the notched section is cut with either the proximal edge or the distal edge without

repositioning the forceps, and

wherein the blade electrode is connected to a second therapy current so that during an

application of the second therapy current, the blade electrode functions as an electrosurgical

blade -when at least a portion of the blade electrode extends beyond a distal end of the forceps.

13) The electrosurgical device of Claim 12, wherein the blade electrode extends along a

longitudinal axis, and the proximal edge, the distal edge, or both extend generally perpendicular

to the longitudinal axis, and

wherein the blade electrode is moveable along the longitudinal axis to cut the tissue

located within the receiving region of the notched section.

14) The electrosurgical device of any one of Claims 12-13, wherein the blade electrode is

moveable towards a proximal end of the forceps so that the tissue located within the receiving

region of the notched section is cut with the distal edge of the notched section,

wherein the blade electrode is moveable towards the distal end of the forceps so that the

tissue located within the receiving region of the notched section is cut with the proximal edge of

the notched section.

15) The electrosurgical device of any one of Claims 12-14, wherein the blade electrode

comprises:

a. a blade member and



b. a separate electrode member,

wherein the blade member includes the notched section and is moveable, and

wherein the separate electrode member is connected to the second therapy current and

functions as the electrosurgical blade.

16) The electrosurgical device of any one of Claims 12-15, wherein when a distal end of the

electrode member extends beyond the distal end of the forceps and is immobilized relative to the

forceps.

17) The electrosurgical device of any one of Claims 12-16, wherein the blade electrode is

rotatable between a first rotated position and a second rotated position,

wherein in the first rotated position, the notched section faces the first workingjaw or the

second working jaw, and in the second rotated position the notched section faces a direction

between the first working jaw and the second working jaw.

18) The electrosurgical device of any one of Claims 12-17, wherein the blade electrode is

electrically isolated from the forceps.

19) A device comprising:

a. forceps including:

i. a first workingjaw, and

ii. a second working jaw; and

b. a blade extending along a longitudinal axis and located between the first working jaw

and the second working jaw, the blade including:

Hi. a notched section,

wherein the first working jaw, the second working jaw, or both are connected to a first

therapy current so that tissue gripped between the first working jaw and the second working jaw

and within the notched section can be coagulated with the first therapy current,

wherein the first therapy current is a bipolar therapy current,

wherein the blade is moveable along the longitudinal axis while the tissue is gripped

between the first working jaw and the second working jaw so that the tissue is cut with the



notched section without repositioning the first working jaw, the second working jaw, or both,

wherein the blade is a blade electrode that is connected to a second therapy current, the

second therapy current is a monopolar therapy current.

wherein a distal end of the blade electrode is moveable beyond a distal end of the forceps

so that that the distal end of the blade electrode functions as an electrosurgical blade,

wherein the blade is rotatable between a first rotated position and a second rotated

position,

wherein in the first rotated position, the notched section faces either the first working jaw

or the second working jaw, and in the second rotated position the notched section faces a

direction between the first workingjaw and the second working jaw.

20) The electrosurgical device of Claim 19, wherein the blade comprises:

a. a blade member and

b. a separate electrode member,

wherein the blade member includes the notched section, and

wherein the electrode member is connected to a second therapy current so that the

electrode member functions as an electrosurgical blade, and

wherein the blade member and the separate electrode member move independently of

each other along the longitudinal axis.
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